THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE’S (DOJ) Antitrust Division first instituted a Corporate Leniency Program in 1978. The program was rarely utilized, though, as the Antitrust Division received on average only one leniency application per year and no application led to the discovery and prosecution of an international or large domestic cartel. In August 1993, the Antitrust Division substantially revised its Corporate Leniency Program to increase the incentives for companies voluntarily to disclose antitrust violations to the DOJ. The revisions were a spectacular success: by 2016, the Antitrust Division had seen a nearly 20-fold increase in the leniency application rate compared to 1993 levels.

The central aim of the Corporate Leniency Program is to incentivize companies to come forward and disclose criminal antitrust violations to the DOJ and thereby “destabilize cartels and [cause] the members of the cartels to turn against one another in a race to the Government.” As revised in 1993, the Program was straightforward: the first company to report cartel activity was not prosecuted criminally, nor were any of its officers, directors, or employees who cooperated with the DOJ investigation. The Corporate Leniency Program created two types of leniency: Type A, where the leniency application is made before the Antitrust Division has learned about the illegal activity, and Type B, where the Division is aware of the illegal activity but does not have evidence that is likely to produce a conviction. All employees of Type A corporate leniency recipients who cooperated with the DOJ’s investigation were immunized from criminal prosecution, and while current employees of Type B recipients were not guaranteed criminal immunity, they historically had been unwaveringly protected: prior to 2017, the DOJ had never brought Sherman Act charges against a current employee of any successful leniency applicant, Type A or Type B.

In 2004, corporations gained another significant incentive to apply for leniency when the Antitrust Criminal Penalty Enhancement and Reform Act (ACPERA) was enacted. Recognizing that civil antitrust exposure could deter companies from seeking leniency, Congress capped the damages liability for leniency recipients in follow-on civil actions at single damages instead of treble damages and removed the exposure to joint and several liability as long as the leniency applicant cooperated with the plaintiffs. In the first six years following ACPERA’s enactment, the DOJ received nearly double the number of Type A leniency applications compared to the six years prior to ACPERA.

Through these three core benefits of the Leniency Program—protection from criminal fines, protection for employees, and protection from civil treble damages and joint and several liability—the Antitrust Division successfully incentivized companies to be the first to self-report violations and receive leniency. In practice, this has often created a “race to the prosecutor’s door” among companies seeking to be the first leniency applicant.

Not only has the Leniency Program been a boon to companies seeking to avoid liability, but the Program has also been the lifeblood of the Antitrust Division’s criminal enforcement program. Since 1996, investigations initiated or assisted by leniency applicants have accounted for over 90 percent of the fines that the Antitrust Division has collected for Sherman Act violations, and about two-thirds of the DOJ’s antitrust investigations begin with a leniency application. Nearly every major international cartel prosecution over the past two decades—including the Vitamins, LCD Panels, Auto Parts, and Foreign Currency Exchange prosecutions, to just name a few—has resulted from a leniency application. And, according to the DOJ, those who lose the race for leniency “often immediately begin cooperating toward a negotiated agreement to plead guilty” because they know the leniency recipient will often have enough information to incriminate them, thus also making DOJ investigations into cartel activity quicker, easier, and more successful.

The incredible success of the Leniency Program became fully apparent about a decade ago, as the Antitrust Division collected unprecedented levels of criminal antitrust fines and penalties. In 2009, the DOJ collected criminal antitrust sanctions totaling over $1 billion for the first time in Division history, and 2009 marked the fourth straight year in which fines exceeded those collected in the prior year. 2010 saw a
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decrease in receipt of criminal corporate fines, although they still totaled over half a billion dollars. While fines also remained around half a billion dollars again in 2011, spurred on by information gained from leniency applicants, the DOJ filed 90 criminal cases—the Antitrust Division’s highest number ever.

The Leniency Program and aggressive prosecution by the DOJ continued to bear fruit from 2012–2014, as over $1 billion in fines were collected each year. Then in 2015, fueled by the Foreign Currency Exchange investigation—initiated by UBS’s leniency application—the Division secured a record-shattering $3.9 billion in criminal antitrust fines and penalties.

The following figure demonstrates the significant growth in criminal antitrust fines the DOJ has collected since 2005 due in large part to the success of the Leniency Program.

It is no surprise that DOJ antitrust officials have called the modern Leniency Program a “game changer” that “is now the most important tool either for detecting cartels or for developing the evidence necessary to prosecute them.”

**Recent Decline in Antitrust Enforcement**

There has been a sharp decrease in criminal antitrust enforcement in the past several years, in terms of both total criminal fines imposed and the total number of cases brought against corporations. While the level of enforcement activity naturally ebbs and flows over time, there are several signs that this particular decline is unusual in both duration and severity. For the ten-year period from 2005 to 2014, which excludes the record-breaking fines imposed in 2015, the Division imposed an average of $762 million in annual fines. The Division is now nearing the end of its third straight year of unusually low fines, a period for which the average amount of fines per year was only $210 million dollars—an amount that is less than 30 percent of the ten-year average for 2005 to 2014.

Criminal fines fell precipitously in FY 2016, declining to $399 million from a high of $3.6 billion in FY 2015. The downward trend continued in FY 2017, which saw fines totaling only $67 million. It appears that fines for fiscal year 2018 were similarly much lower than the 2005–2014 average. While one might reasonably have expected a lull in cartel fines following the record-breaking fines levied during the auto parts and foreign exchange investigations, the decline in fines in FY 2016 to FY 2018 is remarkable both because it represents a return to numbers not seen in over a decade and because the downturn now has lasted for three years.

While the Division has not yet released statistics on the total amount of fines collected in fiscal year 2018, early reports indicate that this past year represents another low point in antitrust enforcement. Only three companies were charged with price fixing in fiscal 2018, compared with eight companies in fiscal year 2107 and 16 companies in fiscal year 2016. Based on information that is publicly available, criminal antitrust fines imposed in fiscal year 2018 total $192.9 million. In sum, there have now been 3 straight years of unusually low fines, a period for which the average amount of fines per year was less than $250 million—an amount that is less than one-third of the ten-year average from 2005 to 2014.

There has been a similar decrease in the total number of criminal cases filed by the Division, suggesting that the issue is not just a dearth of major investigations of the type that...
generate large fines, but also a severe decline in the overall amount of cartel activity the Division is detecting and pursuing. After many years of filing 50 or more criminal cases per year, the number of criminal cases filed by the Division dropped to a low of 24 in 2017, a decrease of more than 50 percent from 2016.

Of course, what remains to be seen is whether these downward trends are temporary and, if so, how much longer they will last. While it is difficult to predict without insight into confidential investigations the Division may currently be pursuing, there are several signs beyond the raw numbers that the past three years may be indicative of a larger problem. First, some analysts had predicted that the level of fines would rebound in 2017 to their previous high levels. That they instead fell to a new low suggests that something is happening that is out of line with past expectations and experience.

Second, a number of the cases that the Antitrust Division is currently pursuing stem from sources other than the Leniency Program and seem unlikely to lead to the detection of major global cartels. Indeed, 2016 and 2017 marked the first time in a decade that the Division did not appear to have any major international cartel investigations in its enforcement pipeline. Finally, a former DOJ official has recently acknowledged that the Division has seen a decline in Type A leniency applications, meaning that fewer corporations are alerting the Division to cartel activity of which it was not already aware. For these reasons, it is worth evaluating the decline in enforcement in light of a series of policy shifts in the Division’s leniency program that began approximately two years before this downturn in enforcement activity became visible.

Possible Explanations for the Decline in Criminal Antitrust Enforcement Activity

There are several possible explanations for the decrease in enforcement activity. One is that individuals and corporations have taken notice of highly successful antitrust prosecutions such as auto parts and there is simply less price fixing, bid rigging, and market division going on. While this is possible, it seems unlikely that it could account for such a sudden and dramatic drop in enforcement activity. Another possible explanation is that cartels have become more careful and sophisticated about how they operate, making it more difficult for enforcers to detect their illegal activity and giving the co-conspirators less incentive to blow the whistle on themselves. Again, this may be a partial explanation but seems unlikely to account for such a large decrease over the last few years. There has been a significant increase in follow-on civil antitrust litigation in a number of jurisdictions outside the United States, and this may well be deterring some companies from seeking leniency but, likewise, does not seem to account for the abruptness and severity of the decline.

The possibility that we focus on here—because it seems to be the most significant factor—is that changes to the leniency program that began in 2014 have created greater uncertainty, which has made applying for leniency less attractive and has therefore reduced the number of leniency applications. These changes include, among others, the creation of greater uncertainty regarding the criminal exposure faced by corporate leniency applicants, an emphasis on the strict standards to which cooperating leniency applicants will be held, and less favorable treatment of the current and former employees of leniency applicants.

Use of Alternative Means to Punish Leniency Applicants

The Antitrust Division has demonstrated that even if leniency applicants provide valuable cooperation and successfully obtain leniency, the DOJ may find alternative ways to punish them for their behavior. Then-Assistant Attorney General Bill Baer spoke about this possibility during a speech on September 10, 2014, explaining:

In recent years we have on occasion investigated jointly with other DOJ components conduct reported by a leniency applicant that involves both antitrust violations and other crimes, such as fraud, tax evasion, or corruption. Our leniency policy is quite clear that it governs only the Antitrust Division’s exercise of its prosecutorial discretion in connection with self-reported criminal violations and does not prevent other components from prosecuting offenses other than Sherman Act violations. Indeed, we have seen fact patterns where the antitrust crime is only part of the bad behavior engaged in by the leniency applicant.

Baer went on to provide reassurance that “the department never has and never would use other criminal statutes to do an end-run around antitrust leniency” and that “self-disclosure and cooperation . . . will be taken into account when the department considers criminal conduct outside the scope of the leniency application.” But potential leniency applicants can only guess at (and take a gamble on) what the DOJ might consider an “end-run around antitrust leniency” versus what it would instead consider a legitimate exercise of prosecutorial discretion. Baer’s mention of prosecuting leniency applicants for fraud is particularly troubling, as the Division has characterized bid rigging as simply “fraud which involves bidding.” As was noted in the press in reaction to Baer’s comments, the statement creates significant uncertainty as to how this principle will actually be applied.
Prior to Baer’s speech, the Antitrust Division’s stated policy was to provide leniency for any offense the leniency applicant may have committed “in connection with the anticompetitive activity being reported,” and Foreign Corrupt Practice Act and tax violations were listed as examples of offenses that might be committed in connection with an antitrust violation. And while it has always been the case that a leniency letter binds only the Antitrust Division and not other prosecuting agencies, the Antitrust Division pointed out that where additional offenses consisted of conduct “integral” to the criminal antitrust violation, there have been no instances where another prosecutor has prosecuted a leniency applicant for such conduct. The Division has since changed the contents of its stated policy to make them more consistent with Baer’s 2014 speech. In early 2017, the Division revised its Frequently Asked Questions regarding the leniency program to emphasize that the program is designed to offer leniency for antitrust crimes only, and that a grant of leniency does not prevent other components of the DOJ from prosecuting a successful leniency applicant for related offenses.

The heightened risks for leniency applicants that Baer hinted at in 2014 came to fruition in the DOJ’s treatment of UBS. UBS had cooperated with the DOJ and obtained leniency by disclosing its conspiracy with four other banks to manipulate currency exchange rates. UBS’s cooperation gave the Division its largest ever cartel case, resulting in four corporate guilty pleas and fines of $2.5 billion. In return, UBS was publicly excoriated at a DOJ press conference, during which the DOJ announced that it was using the conduct that UBS had reported to the government regarding its misconduct as a basis for revoking UBS’s 2012 non-prosecution agreement from a previous cartel investigation. As a result, UBS paid a $203 million fine. As one analyst cautioned at the time, the DOJ’s treatment of UBS threatened to undermine the Division’s largest ever cartel case, resulting in four corporate guilty pleas and fines of $2.5 billion. In return, UBS was publicly excoriated at a DOJ press conference, during which the DOJ announced that it was using the conduct that UBS had reported to the government regarding its misconduct as a basis for revoking UBS’s 2012 non-prosecution agreement from a previous cartel investigation. As a result, UBS paid a $203 million fine. As one analyst cautioned at the time, the DOJ’s treatment of UBS threatened to undermine the Leniency Program and “may thwart the DOJ’s effort to prosecute antitrust violations by discouraging large corporations from coming forward.”

**Emphasis on Burdens of Cooperation**

Beginning in 2014, the DOJ made multiple statements suggesting that leniency applicants will need to work even harder to qualify for leniency. In September 2014 Bill Baer gave a speech emphasizing the scope of cooperation required in order to obtain leniency. Leniency applicants are expected to make extensive efforts, including “conducting a thorough internal investigation, providing detailed proffers of the reported conduct, producing foreign-located documents, preparing translations, and making witnesses available for interviews.” Baer also cautioned that companies that think they can provide this cooperation “on a timetable of their own choosing” will “lose their opportunity to qualify for leniency.” While it is perfectly reasonable to expect applicants to work hard to earn the benefits of leniency, these statements could come across as unwelcoming to potential leniency applicants who want to cooperate in good faith, but have legitimate concerns about their ability to bear the substantial costs involved or to provide thorough cooperation on a timetable that suits the DOJ.

Subsequent statements by Division officials have reiterated this concern. In February 2016, then-Deputy Assistant Attorney General Brent Snyder emphasized the amount of discretion that the Division has when evaluating the sufficiency of a company’s cooperation. He warned that “a company that is the first to accept responsibility and plead guilty but delays providing cooperation risks losing the opportunity to obtain, or diminishing the amount of, a substantial assistance departure.” Based on this statement, and Baer’s earlier one, companies that are considering cooperation with the Division are left to wonder what would constitute a sufficient delay to jeopardize the benefits they would otherwise expect to earn through their cooperation.

The cumulative effect of these statements is to create concern and uncertainty for leniency applicants as to whether their cooperation will be thorough enough to meet the Division’s standards, whether they will be able to secure adequate cooperation from individual employees, and whether they will be able to discover all of the relevant facts in time to provide what the Division considers prompt cooperation.

**Termination of Culpable Employees**

Beginning in September 2014, DOJ officials began publicly questioning the cooperation of companies that did not terminate culpable employees culpable in the wrongdoing. On September 9, 2014, Brent Snyder stated that it historically had “been departmental policy not to insert itself into the personnel matters of companies by requiring the termination of culpable employees, and that has not changed.” However, he immediately followed up by remarking that a “company’s retention, however, of culpable employees in positions where they can repeat their conduct . . . raises serious questions and concerns about the company’s commitment to effective antitrust compliance.” Then, the following day, Baer doubled-down on the DOJ’s skepticism of the retention of employees, proclaiming that it is “hard to imagine how companies can foster a corporate culture of compliance if they still employ individuals . . . who the companies know to be culpable.” Baer added that, regarding companies that retain culpable employees, the DOJ Antitrust Division “will have serious doubts about that company’s commitment to implementing a new compliance program or invigorating an existing one. Indeed, the Sentencing Guidelines go so far as to suggest that companies that do so cannot be said to have an ‘effective’ compliance program.”

Snyder directly criticized companies that seek leniency while keeping culpable employees in “positions where they can repeat their conduct,” but Baer’s comments were directed towards companies that retain culpable employees in any capacity.

Together, these speeches sent the message that the DOJ will look at any retention of culpable individuals as suspect,
and they put pressure on companies to terminate any and all employees who were involved in the antitrust violations. This is a significant burden for many companies, and is especially distasteful for companies in countries like Japan, where people typically work at one company for their entire career and there is very little opportunity to move to a different company.

Treatment of Former Employees
Another important revision to Leniency Program protocol involves the DOJ’s changed treatment of former employees of leniency recipients. The Leniency Program’s original Frequently Asked Questions explained that a corporate leniency award “does not refer to former directors, officers or employees,” but noted that it is “advisable” for corporations to seek protection for former officers, directors, and employees. It indicated that a number of factors would be considered in deciding whether to extend leniency to them, “most importantly” their cooperation. However, the FAQs were revised on January 26, 2017. The revised FAQs provide that former employees are now “presumptively excluded” from any grant of corporate leniency and can only be granted leniency in two scenarios. This change institutionally formalized Brent Snyder’s statement in February 2016 that the DOJ “will not as a general rule include former employees in the non-prosecution terms of the agreement.” Many companies feel strongly about protecting their former employees, so presumptive exclusion of former employees from leniency protection serves as an additional deterrent to companies considering applying for leniency.

Treatment of Current Employees
Another change that has decreased companies’ incentives to seek leniency involves the DOJ’s increased willingness to criminally prosecute current employees of successful leniency applicants. Under the Leniency Policy, the type of leniency the corporation receives affects the kinds of immunity from individual prosecution that a corporation’s employees receive. In Type A leniency, all current employees are guaranteed immunity if they fully admit their involvement in the violation and cooperate with the DOJ throughout the investigation. And as previously mentioned, even under Type B leniency, the DOJ had never brought a criminal action against a leniency recipient’s current employee who cooperated. Indeed, in the past, the DOJ tended to grant immunity to employees of Type B leniency recipients unless the employee refused to cooperate with the investigation.

However, the revised FAQs state that it is within the discretion of the DOJ to exclude “highly culpable” current employees from Type B leniency. The updated FAQs explain that because Type B leniency is discretionary, the DOJ will consider the individual’s level of cooperation and culpability. This creates the possibility that employees of the leniency applicant can admit wrongdoing, cooperate fully with the DOJ investigation, and still face criminal prosecution.

Many companies care deeply about protecting their employees from criminal prosecution, and this revision creates further doubt in a company’s mind whether it should seek leniency when it means valued and important employees—executives who may also be the individuals making the determination whether to apply for leniency—may face criminal punishment.

Impact of Changes on Potential Leniency Applicants
Taken together, the Division’s statements about and changes to the leniency program since 2014 are significant enough that they have had an impact on how lawyers advise corporate clients that are weighing whether to report their misconduct and pursue leniency. At the very least, the changes discussed here express an increased level of skepticism on the part of the DOJ toward potential leniency applicants, which clients need to take into account when considering whether they will be able to cooperate in a way that the DOJ finds satisfactory. At worst, the Division’s changes and statements suggest that the cost-benefit analysis has been significantly altered for leniency applicants, with the benefits of leniency now less certain and less comprehensive and the costs more unknown and potentially sweeping.

The overall effect is probably best understood by considering how an antitrust lawyer would have advised a potential leniency applicant in 2010, just prior to the slew of plea agreements and fines resulting from the auto parts investigation, compared to how that same lawyer would need to advise a similar client today. Overall, a lawyer advising a corporate client about whether to pursue leniency in 2010 likely would have given advice that made leniency seem to be an attractive option. In 2010, a lawyer was able to assure her client that the basic outlines of the leniency program had not changed since 1993 and that the Division’s expectations of a leniency applicant were clear, consistent, and predictable. The lawyer could also advise that the client’s current employees would be protected by the grant of leniency, even in cases involving Type B leniency, and that former employees were generally protected as well.

As things stood in 2010, the Division had expressed clearly its understanding of the bargain it had made to maintain a functional leniency program—namely, that in order to achieve the level of transparency and certainty required to properly incentivize leniency applicants to come forward, Division officials needed “to be willing to make the ultimate sacrifice to transparency—the abdication of prosecutorial discretion.” By curtailing its own discretion in favor of certainty and transparency, the Division had made it possible for lawyers to give their clients clear, confident advice that spelled out the considerable benefits of applying for leniency.

In contrast, a lawyer advising the same client in 2018 would need to give materially different advice that points out the uncertainty caused by recent changes. First, she would need to advise the client that over the past few years, the
Division has made multiple statements and policy changes indicating that the path to leniency is narrower and more difficult than it used to be and that the Division has repeatedly emphasized its high expectations for both the timing and the scope of an applicant’s cooperation efforts. The lawyer would then need to tell her client that even if the effort to obtain leniency is successful, the Division has made several prominent statements pointing out the ability of other divisions of DOJ to prosecute successful leniency applicants for related offenses. Far from offering the certain protection that was meant to incentivize leniency applicants to come forward, the DOJ now advises potential applicants of the risk that their disclosures will open them up to prosecution for other offenses, including conduct related to the underlying antitrust offense.

The lawyer would also have to advise the client that there is now significant uncertainty concerning the treatment of its current and former employees. It would not be possible to tell the client definitively whether the company will be allowed to retain its culpable employees, and any advice given to the client would need to reflect that the DOJ has recently expressed skepticism as to whether a company can truly show a commitment to a culture of compliance while retaining those employees. Moreover, the client would need to know that its former employees are now “presumptively excluded” from any grant of leniency. In cases involving Type B leniency, the warning regarding treatment of employees would be even more dire, as clients would need to be advised that even their current employees may not be protected if the DOJ views them as “highly culpable” in the company’s conduct.

Overall, the recent changes to the leniency program expand the Division’s prosecutorial discretion, create new areas of uncertainty and undermine the expected benefits of applying for leniency. This does not bode well for the viability of the Leniency Program. As then-Deputy Assistant Attorney General Scott Hammond explained in 2008, leniency programs have tended to fail where they have “lacked transparency, were unpredictable and failed to provide the incentives necessary to induce self-reporting and cooperation.” A successful leniency program must properly balance the incentives faced by potential applicants, because, as Hammond observed, “Prospective amnesty applicants come forward in direct proportion to the predictability and certainty of acceptance into the program.”

The changes in recent years have potentially upset the delicate balance of incentives faced by leniency applicants by increasing the uncertainty and risk that they face, and, given the decline in criminal antitrust enforcement, appear to be a factor in deterring potential applicants from coming forward.

**Recommended Fixes**

- **“Lock in” Leniency Program Requirements.** The first change the Antitrust Division should make to its Corporate Leniency Program is to institute a simple policy that, once a company files its leniency application, the DOJ will “lock in” the Program’s requirements and benefits for the company at the time it applies for leniency so that no changes the DOJ makes to the Leniency Program will adversely affect the company. The DOJ has modified elements of the Leniency Program in several ways over the last few years, often with the result of placing additional burdens on corporations or their employees. A company cannot be certain whether more changes will be made after it applies for leniency but before it and its employees are granted leniency. Locking in the terms of the Leniency Program for a company at the time it applies for leniency would create greater certainty and security for leniency applicants and would allow companies to accurately predict risks and weigh the costs and benefits of seeking leniency.

- **Provide Greater Protection for Employees.** Second, the DOJ should roll back its increasingly aggressive and demanding policies concerning the current and former employees of leniency applicants. Following changes to the Leniency FAQs and speeches by top Antitrust Division officials, companies are under pressure to terminate all culpable employees or risk being deemed uncooperative. Combined with the increased willingness of the DOJ to prosecute former employees of successful leniency applicants, companies now fear that terminating culpable employees could serve the employees up for criminal prosecution by the DOJ. These changes place companies in a highly precarious position: either save themselves or save their employees. As many companies—particularly foreign companies with less individualistic work cultures, such as the Japanese—rightfully highly value their employees, facing this choice will deter many companies from seeking leniency at all. Therefore, to re-incentivize companies to come forward, the DOJ should return to the Leniency Program’s original policies: guaranteed immunity for current cooperative employees, willingness to work with leniency recipients to protect former employees, and no required termination of culpable employees so long as the wrongdoers are reassigned to jobs where they cannot commit further antitrust violations.

- **Clarify What Conduct Will Be Prosecuted Under Non-Antitrust Statutes.** Third, the DOJ should clarify what liability, if any, successful leniency applicants may face from alternative sources. Despite the Antitrust Division’s assurances that other criminal statutes would never be used “to do an end-run around antitrust leniency,” the DOJ’s treatment of UBS in 2014 following its application for leniency showed the risks that companies face when they apply for leniency. Given that the Antitrust Division’s definition of “fraud” is sufficiently broad that antitrust violations like bid rigging could very likely lead to criminal liability for fraud if the DOJ pursued it, it is logical for leniency applicants to be deeply concerned that they will face criminal fines and prosecution for the exact same activity they sought leniency for in the first place. It may well be appropriate for leniency recipients to face criminal prosecution for factually unrelated crimes they commit other than antitrust viola-
tions. But greater clarity about what is considered an “end-run around” around antitrust leniency and what conduct will be prosecuted under other statutes is needed.

To be successful the Leniency Program must create sufficient incentives for wrongdoers to come forward and self-report. For over two decades—from 1993 until 2014—the Leniency Program worked extremely well, which led to an unprecedented period of successful antitrust criminal fines and prosecutions. While the Leniency Program has recently faltered due at least in part to the cumulative effect of a series of policy changes, the Antitrust Division is fully capable of revising the program and revitalizing criminal antitrust enforcement.
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